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AUTHOR’S MAIN MESSAGE
Experimental evaluations of labor market programs (including evaluations that consider different ways of operating 
such programs) provide clear, compelling causal answers to policy questions of interest. Experiments require careful 
design, implementation, and interpretation to avoid potential weaknesses specific to experiments, and they remain 
subject to all of the usual issues that arise in any empirical study; nevertheless, they represent an extremely valuable tool 
in the program evaluator’s toolkit and remain underutilized throughout the developed world.

Happy vs sad experimentsELEVATOR PITCH
Non-experimental evaluations of programs compare 
individuals who choose to participate in a program to 
individuals who do not. Such comparisons run the risk 
of conflating non-random selection into the program 
with its causal effects. By randomly assigning individuals 
to participate in the program or not, experimental 
evaluations remove the potential for non-random selection 
to bias comparisons of participants and non-participants. 
In so doing, they provide compelling causal evidence of 
program effects. At the same time, experiments are not 
a panacea, and require careful design and interpretation.

KEY FINDINGS

Cons

In many experiments, interpretation is complicated 
by the fact that some of those assigned to the 
program do not participate in it, and, equally, 
that some of those assigned to not receive it may 
actually do so (or else receive a similar program).

Many experimental evaluations allow individuals 
to opt out of random assignment, which reduces 
the findings’ generalizability.

To fill the control group, experiments may require 
changes in program scale or that programs serve 
people they would not otherwise.

Local programs that resist participation 
in an experimental evaluation may not be 
representative, thus limiting generalizability.

Pros

Experiments solve the problem of non-random 
selection and thus often provide compelling 
causal evidence of program effectiveness.

Policymakers and other stakeholders find 
experimental methods easier to understand than 
many non-experimental evaluation methods

Experiments are, in general, more difficult for 
researchers to manipulate than non-experimental 
evaluations.

Experimental data provide a benchmark for the 
study of non-experimental approaches.

Source: Author’s own compilation.
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Treatment 

Control 

= Receives treatment being evaluated

= No treatment

= Receives alternative treatment

= Refuses to be randomized


